MATH48082 and MATH68082 Design and Analysis of Experiments

Response to the general feedback provided in the unit survey

I am pleased that that the students recognized the high quality of the teaching material and the high relevance of what it covers to their future career. There were positive comments about my teaching methods too.

Few comments suggesting methods for improvement were about reducing the amount of the material and the speed of delivery. However, there were also many students who felt that all was about right.

One student felt that they were expected to do too much calculations before the exercise classes and questioned the benefits of this. The amount of work in the exercise classes was consistent with that given to students taking this course in the last 7-8 years. Nobody in past has felt that this work was not useful, or was way too much. It seems to me that the student who made this comment had some difficulties but they never approached me during an exercise class or during my Office Hour, or otherwise for help.
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